CSSC Meetings 2020-21
All Virtual

Theme: Leadership for Evolving & Innovative Instruction/Learning Series

9/16/2020  Navigating the Mental Health Landscape of COVID-19 for Students and Staff (Michael Nakkula, Ed.D. and Andrew Danilchick)
11/12/2020  Continuing the Pivot: Adapting, Designing and Leading Rich Learning Experiences (Jane Chadsey)
12/1/2020  Being the Change You Are Seeking for Students: How School Districts are Transforming Toward Next Gen Zearning and 21st-Century Student Outcomes (Andy Calkins & Amanda Avallone)
1/12/2021  Being the Change You Are Seeking for Students – Part 2: Applying the Principles of Transformation Design to a High-Priority Problem of Practice You Choose (Andy Calkins & Amanda Avallone)
2/17/2021  Leading Learning Organizations (Zachary Herrmann, Ed.L.D.)
5/12/2021  From Uncertainty to Possibility (Michael Nakkula, Ed.D. and Andrew Danilchick)
5/20/2021  Applying the Uncertainty Mindset to Teams (Michael Nakkula, Ed.D. and Andrew Danilchick)

Theme: Leadership for Equity

9/22/2020  Why We Can’t Wait: Broadening Racial Justice and Addressing Systemic Inequities within School Districts (George Guy & Judy Wilson)
10/28/2020  Perspectives and Tools to Advance Our Equity Work: Part 1 (Claire Miller & Judy Wilson)
11/19/2020  Perspectives and Tools to Advance Our Equity Work: Part II (Claire Miller & Judy Wilson)
12/8/2020  Flux Leadership: Leading for Justice and Peace in & beyond COVID-19 (Sharon Ravitch, Ph.D.)
1/21/2021  LION’S STORY: Racial Literacy as Lessons in Voice for Educators, Parents & Students (Lion’s Story Team)
2/11/2021  Practitioner Panel
3/9/2021  Crisis Management Communications Strategies (Beth Trapani & Kat Stein)
3/23/2021  Crisis Management Communications Strategies-Part II (Kat Stein)
4/15/2021  Actualizing Equity Systemically and Systematically (Sharon Ravitch, Ph.D.)
4/29/2021  Actualizing Equity Systemically and Systematically-Part 2 (Sharon Ravitch, Ph.D.)
6/17/2021  Maintaining Professional & Personal Values While Managing Dissent (Howard Stevenson, Ph.D.)